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Dear Parents, 

Greetings from Montfort School. 

As it’s said “ Education is the passport to the

future, for tomorrow belongs to those who

prepare for it today “ so we the Montfortian’s

have began to prepare our little ones to the

sacred and most important in each one’s life

that is the education of our tiny tots. I do

congratulate and thank all the parents for

putting your trust in us even though we all are

going through the tough time due to this

pandemic. My best wishes to all the staff

members for taking this initiative to prepare this

monthly newsletter where the little ones

creativity and learning is expressed. I do pray to

God for his abundant blessings on each one of

us and keep our little ones safe and sound.

With Best Wishes 

Bro. T. Alex 

Principal



ORIENTATION PROGRAM 

FOR PRE-SCHOOL PARENTS              

( 31.03.21)

The orientation program for pre

school parents started with

lighting of the lamp ceremony.

Principal Rev. Bro. Thampy

Alex, vice principal Rev. Bro.

Jinu, Sr. Shirley & Mrs. Rachita

Narang graced the occasion

with their benign presence.

Teachers sang a soulful prayer

song. Bro Alex welcomed the

guests and parents enlightened

them about the brothers of St.

Gabriel society and the school.

He also introduced the

members of the management

and staff. Mrs. Rachita Narang

conducted an inspiring session

on ‘Positive Parenting' . The

program concluded with a

session on explaining about the

working, teaching and

conducting of online classes by

Mrs. Arti Dass. On the whole

program was a great success

as parents went back with a

happy smile on their faces.



An interactive virtual session was

organized for the parents of Pre -

Primary Department which was

conducted by renowed psychologist

Dr Rachita Narang on 10.4.21 and

11.4.21 .The aim of the seminar was

to motivate the parents to create a

positive family atmosphere , believe

in the concept of listening to their

wards and to effectively meet up to

any parenting challenge in today’s

modern world .Parents found this

session very helpful and it stimulate

them with positive actions towards

their children . She also describe the

importance of mental health and

role of mother and teacher in the life

of child . By the end of the session

the parents were given chance to

come with their queries . The

seminar was concluded with vote of

thanks . It was a successful event .

Parents were asked to submit the

feedback of the seminar to their

respective class teacher .

SEMINAR                   

(POSITIVE PARENTING )



The children of LKG were
taught the rhyme ' Peel
the banana’ with action
expressions and voice
modulation. Later they
performed the experiential
activity based on
rhyme where they were
asked to sit in online class
with a banana, a plastic
knife and a fork in online
class. They enjoyed
reciting the rhyme. After
that they all were
instructed to peel their
bananas, put them in the
plate and chop it slowly
with a help of plastic or
butter knife. All this was
done in presence of
parents with least
interference. Later they all
were asked to eat the fruit
of their labour with the help
of a fork. Children loved
the activity as many were
experiencing to hold a
knife and chop for the first
time. On the whole it was
an exciting learning
outcome.

PEEL, CHOP AND EAT BANANA 

EXPERIENTIAL ACTIVITY



Making Learning Fun

In these uncertain times ,

when children could not get

the feel of actual school

technology proved to be at its

best . Yes , online classes

turned out to be the solution

for keeping the life of kids on

track. Kids were given

regular classes on each

subject with some innovative

learning techniques like

experiential learning, use of

concrete objects etc .

Children after each lesson

were asked to collect some

things from around the

corner. For instance the pic

below show kids finding

colours red yellow etc from

their fridge , toys and

bedrooms. Also after doing

pre number concepts like big

and small they were asked to

sort some big and small

things in order to recapitulate

the concept . Moreover ,

alphabets were done in same

manner.



PERSONAL HYGIENE

In the month of April the

Pre-Primary section dealt

with the Theme- Personal

Hygiene. In this children

were showed a PPT

explaining the importance

of Personal Hygiene in our

daily life and how to

maintain it. An interactive

session was followed by

presentation which helped

in recapitulating the

theme well.

Further, the kids prepared

a presentation using props

like shampoo, nail cutter

etc. which enhanced their

language skills and

confidence.

Thus, the perfect theme

was taken up at the

Pandemic times which

was much appreciated by

Parents too.

‘Take care of your body. It’s the 

only place you have to live in.’



FINGER 

PRINTING ACTIVITY(LKG)

The children of LKG had

finger printing activity in the

month of April. Parents

were asked to take out

print out of letters. Children

chose their favourite colour

water paints. They dipped

their pointer finger

in different paints and

made impressions in letters

Bb and Mm.

Children performed the

activity with great

enthusiasm. They were

excited to see colourful

outcome of letters. They

were asked to put up the

letters in their rooms as it

would help them in

recognition of the letters.

This activity was aimed at

to develop their finger

muscle, eye and hand

coordination.



Special Assembly on Covid
(22nd MAY)

A special assembly before

summer break was

conducted on covid 19 for

LKG and UKG children.

The teachers began the

class by the special prayer

shared by Bro. Alex

through which the children

were inspired to pray for

entire montfortian family,

all care givers, supporting

staff, authority, daily wage

earners, migrants,

unemployed, the hungry

and the lonely. Children

were made aware about

the word covid, what It

does and what

precautions should be

taken to keep oneself

safe.

Children were also taught

a fun rhyme ‘ covid 19 go

away ‘. The class ended

with a prayer by the

teachers for children and

their families.


